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Abstract
This study starts with an analysis of two simulated basins by distributed hydrological
modelling with focus on hydrological droughts. The effect of improved input quality
on the hydrological response of the two Swiss river basins, namely the Thur and the
Landquart, was evaluated. Measured and spatially interpolated meteorological variables
for the years 1981-2000 were used to calibrate a 30-year long set of reforecasts from
the Consortium for Small Scale Modelling Limited Area Ensemble Prediction System
(COSMO-LEPS) in order to correct for systematic errors. The calibration adjusted
quantiles of forecast events to quantiles of observations. To assess the sensitivity of each
input quality on low flow, the six variables precipitation, temperature, wind, relative
humidity, sunshine duration and radiation were calibrated separately. The meteorological forcing provided the input for the fully distributed version of the hydrological model
PREVAH (Precipitation Runoff EVApotranspiration Hydrotope).
High-quality forcing of measured meteorological variables showed the potential of
PREVAH for predicting low flow. Especially the precipitation as well as the precipitation and temperature variables together indicated skill. Goodness-of-fit measures and
drought deficit statistics were applied to compare the simulated low flow response to
measured discharge. Drought deficit statistics were used to find the duration, the severity and the magnitude of low stream flow anomalies. Anomalies below the threshold
of the 30th quantile indicated large overestimations of magnitudes (deficit volume per
day) in summer season while winter anomalies were better represented by model simulations, even prior to calibration. Calibrating the precipitation variable resulted in a
considerable gain for the stream flows response while the wind, the sunshine duration
and the radiation calibrated simulations were not superior to the non-calibrated simulation. Temperature and relative humidity further improved the uncalibrated version,
when being calibrated together with the precipitation. Glaciers and snow melt were
identified to have a large effect on the sensitivity of the temperature variable. The effect
of the relative humidity propagates in the model by affecting the quality of simulation
the process of evapotranspiration.
As measured forcing data are required for long time periods, it is warmly recommended
to calibrate only precipitation, since the calibration of precipitation leads to a large gain
in the quality of low flow simulation. For regions where only precipitation information
is available, good predictions of low flows could also be made by replacing the missing
values with the uncalibrated output of the numerical weather prediction model. Further
reasonable choices of the calibration include the temperature and eventually the relative
humidity.
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1 Introduction
Droughts are considered one of the least understood natural hazards. Due to the slow and
imperceptible development, they remain unrecognised for a long time (Tallaksen and van Lanen, 2004; Mishra and Singh, 2010). Droughts have severe impacts on nature and society by
a reduction of water availability, deteriorating water quality, crop failure, diminishing power
generation, destroying ecosystems and impacting human health (Zappa and Kan, 2007; Mishra
and Singh, 2010). As a result of global climate warming and increased variability in temperature and precipitation, several models have projected an increase in frequency for such extreme
dry events in the coming decades in Switzerland (Schär et al., 2004; OcCC, 2008; Seneviratne
et al., 2009). And indeed, while only a few events of low stream flows, 1947 and 1976 were
recorded in the last century (Schädler, 2003), an accumulation can be observed in recent years.
These recent low stream flows in summer 2003, spring 2011 and autumn 2011 emphasise the
vulnerability of Switzerland towards hydrological droughts, where the availability of water is
not considered as a limiting factor (BUWAL et al., 2004; BAFU, 2011). For this reason the
DROUGHT-CH project (Seneviratne et al., 2009) which is part of the National Research Programme “Sustainable Water Management” (NRP 61) has been started. The present study
which focuses on the improvement of drought prediction using a hydro-meteorological model
chain by evaluating the contribution of calibrated meteorological input variables to the runoff
response in Switzerland is imbedded in this project.
Droughts can occur in all climatic zones, from high to low rainfall amounts and on varying
temporal and spatial scales. They are different from aridity, a permanent feature of a dry
climate, and water scarcity which implies a long-term imbalance of available water resources
(Heim, 2002; Tallaksen and van Lanen, 2004). As a water deficit affects various parts of nature
and society, numerous definitions of droughts exist. This diversity of drought definitions and
the lack of well-defined criteria have been seen as the main obstacle to progress in drought research (Tallaksen and van Lanen, 2004). In the meantime, most authors stick to the definition
of Tallaksen and van Lanen (2004), which specify drought as a “lack of water that normally
would be available in a region and to which nature and mankind have adapted over centuries”.
After Wilhite and Glantz (1985) droughts are generally classified into four categories. They can
be defined in meteorological and hydrological, but also socio-economic and agricultural terms.
Meteorologically, droughts are characterised by a long-term precipitation deficit that occurs
over months to years (Heim, 2002). Since this anomaly comes along with extraordinary dry
weather, it may unbalance the hydrology of a region (Schädler, 2003). Precipitation deficits
resulting in depletion of surface and subsurface water reservoirs and leading to low stream flow
are called hydrological droughts. They may persist long after a meteorological drought has
ended (Heim, 2002). In contrast to the conceptual definition of a drought as a long, dry period,
the operational drought definition attempt to identify the onset, severity and end of drought
periods (Mishra and Singh, 2010). Drought indices are characterised by several climatological
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and hydrological parameters. As they are not capturing all dimensions of a drought event convincingly, the operational definition method (called drought deficit characteristics) is useful to
represent more aspects of a drought event (Tallaksen and van Lanen, 2004; Mishra and Singh,
2010). Because the definition of below average natural water availability is not absolute, a
threshold is introduced based on a return period to distinguish a drought from a non-drought
event. In doing so, hydrological droughts are characterised by their duration, their severity
and their magnitude (duration divided by severity) (Tallaksen and van Lanen, 2004).
Drought forecasting is a critical component of drought hydrology which plays a major role in
risk management, drought preparedness and mitigation. For a long time, much literature has
only been available on the processes that operate during a low flow or drought period. However
in recent years, the demand on a better understanding of droughts, their consequences and
early recognition led to progress in modelling of low flow and drought, including prediction
at the ungauged site (Tallaksen and van Lanen, 2004; Seneviratne et al., 2009; Mishra and
Singh, 2011). In contrast to flood, drought forecasting has to consider large scale mechanisms
over long time periods. One possibility is to link large-scale climate drivers to the occurrence
of droughts in order to improve the seasonal forecasting of droughts. Stahl (2001) and others used the spatial extent of drought as an indicator of severity. Fleig et al. (2011) linked
Regional Drought Indices with weather types and found high potential to support seasonal
forecasting using large-scale teleconnection patterns. Furthermore, Hannaford et al. (2011)
looked at the large-scale spatial coherence of both meteorological and hydrological droughts
in parallel. Except from the seasonal forecasting approaches, another possibility for shorter
time spans to adapt to changing demands and changing climate, is an early warning system for
droughts comparable to the one used for floods. Conceptual or physically based, distributed
hydrological models driven by weather forecasts can help to define the spatial behaviour of
drought for different variables like runoff, infiltration, soil moisture and groundwater (Sene,
2009).
However, the maximum lead time for classical weather forecasts lies in the order of days to a
maximum of a month depending on the current state of the atmosphere. Numerical weather
predictions (NWP), like the Consortium for Small-scale Modelling (COSMO) for Europe, contain uncertainties caused by the imperfect knowledge of the initial and the boundary conditions and additionally by the nonlinear nature of the atmospheric system. To account for this,
stochastic ensemble prediction systems (EPS) are applied. Several studies proved that the
COSMO-LEPS (COSMO Limited-EPS), the first mesoscale ensemble application running on
a daily basis in Europe, lead to an improvement for high precipitation values. Marsigli et al.
(2005) found the skill of the COSMO-LEPS system useful in forecasting intense and localised
precipitation events on a more local scale. Also the results of Montani et al. (2011) indicated
an improvement of the COSMO-LEPS skill and furthermore, the ability to discriminate between events and non-events. Despite this ensemble solution, there are still high uncertainties
in weather forecasting resulting from unknown other sources like from the representation of
physical processes. For precipitation forecasts, Hamill et al. (2006) recommended to use long,
retrospective forecasts (reforecsts) of the same model cycle as used for operational forecast an
integral part of NWP to improve the forecast skill. These reforecasts bring consistent quality
over a long time frame and are the best calibration technique to forecasts precipitation (Hamill
et al., 2008). Furthermore, they can help to reveal model deficiencies such as systematic er-
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rors, which are used to estimate the return periods for extreme events or to improve forecasts
with a statistical post-processing, i.e calibration (Hamill et al., 2006; Fundel and Zappa, 2011).
Fundel et al. (2010), for example, used reforecasts as calibration method to correct for the bias
in NWPs. The calibration improved the forecast skill, especially in winter, using a calibrated
COSMO-LEPS reforecast set of 30 years.
These methods of the atmospheric sciences can be applied to hydrological forecast chains, as
the uncertainties of the meteorological variables propagate into the model (Sene, 2009). By
comparing historical forecasts with appropriate observations, Fundel and Zappa (2011) found
information about model errors which can be used to correct the actual runoff forecast. In their
hydro-meteorological forecast chain, the model PREVAH (Precipitation Runoff EVApotranspiration Hydrotope) was used. Studies demonstrated the advantages of conceptual models
in mountainous catchments Gurtz et al. (2003) and especially in operational flood forecasting
using probabilistic COSMO-LEPS input (Zappa et al., 2008; Jaun and Ahrens, 2009; Addor
et al., 2011; Romang et al., 2011; Rossa et al., 2011). Nevertheless, there are still difficulties in
creating long reforecasts. Good states to initialise the model like sufficiently dense networks
of meteorological observations are limited for long time periods in most catchments. Fundel
and Zappa (2011) proved that also less accurate initial conditions are sufficient. And yet,
the benefit from better input quality of local observations is large. So far, only few studies
using hydro-meteorological forecast chains focus on low flows. Due to the construction of the
model to simulate runoff response to rainfall, low flows are still poorly reproduced by many
hydrological models (Staudinger et al., 2011). However, the study of Zappa and Kan (2007)
proved that the model PREVAH can perform well in Switzerland for a validation period with
the extreme drought event of 2003, despite using a calibration period without extreme events.
In consequence, we are interested, which improved meteorological input variables is crucial to
perform better for the PREVAH simulation during low flow periods.
The aim of this master thesis is thus to investigate how the quality of specific meteorological
fields of variables affects the quality of low flow predictions. A calibration, similar to the one
used in Fundel et al. (2010) is applied to combine the benefits of COSMO-LEPS reforecasts with
an observation based input. The calibration relies on a quantile based correction of COSMOLEPS reforecasts. Explicitly the quality of runoff when using calibrated COSMO-LEPS forcing
data instead of uncalibrated data is of interest. The outcome of this thesis will reveal, which
set of input variables have the largest influence on low flow prediction. By attributing the benefit to specific variable(s), a computationally expensive post-processing would only be needed
for few variables. An enhanced performance of runoff predictions of longer timescales using
climatology data will result as well as an improved prediction of hydrological drought deficits.
Low flow forecasts may also help to optimise the operation of reservoirs which are used to
sustain river flow.
The verification of the model chain sensitivity analysis uses the following objectives as guidelines: (a) What is the gain of each of the six meteorological variables to streamflow prediction
when using calibrated data instead of uncalibrated data? (b) Which simple or multiple calibrated variable is explaining most to the improvement found for the low streamflow prediction?
(c) How much potential does the model disclose using high-quality input? (d) What is the
influence of catchment characteristics on the runoff response?
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The design of this thesis paper is structured as follows. The reforecast data as well as the
observations are presented in section 2. Furthermore, the calibration technique and the model
chain are introduced. Section 3 specifies the methods used for validation of the runoff data.
Three subsections are created in section 4. The sensitivity of the simulated runoff is illustrated first for the simple calibrated simulations only and then also for the multiple calibrated
simulations. To evaluate the result of high-quality input, the best-performing simulations are
compared to the meteorological reference simulation (HREF). A small subsection about the
influence of the catchment characteristics completes the picture. The conclusion of the results
is presented in section 5, followed by the outlook.
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In this section, it is explained how the calibration of the reforecast climatology was implemented, which improvement in runoff quality can be expected when using the calibrated variables and how it was applied to perform a sensitivity analysis. First, the hydrological model
and its components are explained in detail. Then an overview of the meteorological model
forcing and the calibration technique is given with an additional assessment of the input quality of the input forcing. This is followed by the model chain and the forcing setup. The study
areas are presented and characterised at the end.

2.1 Study Region
Two stations from two different target areas in Switzerland are selected for the analysis and
illustrated in figure 2.1. The first catchment, which is a part of the Alpine Rhine (ocher area
on the map), is the river Landquart (brown area). Two thirds of this basin area lay above 1500
m.a.s.l. The river Landquart, flowing into the Alpine Rhine at Felsenbach (coordinates 765 365/
204 910), is a natural river with a small catchment area of 616 km2 . In the second target area,
the rivers Thur, Toess and Glatt are grouped (gray and blue area together). They cover an area
of 2590 km2 and only 2% is above 1500 m.a.s.l. As example of this basin, a closer look is taken
at the well-investigated river Thur at Andelfingen (coordinates 693 510/ 272 500), covering an
area of 1696 km2 (blue area in the map). Table 2.1 summarises the characteristics of the two
catchments. While the river Thur can be characterised as ”nival de transition” without any
glacierised area and with small seasonal differences, the river Landquart falls into the class of
”glacial-nivo-glacial” with glacierised area at higher elevation and with a strong seasonal flow
(FOEN, 2007). Bigger areas like the Alpine Rhine at Diepoldsau close to the Lake of Constance

Table 2.1: Characteristics of the two analysed stations.

River

Thur

Landquart

Andelfingen

Felsenbach

Station nr.

2044

2150

Catchment area [km2 ]

1696

616

Mean altitude [m.a.s.l.]

770

1800

Gauge altitude [m.a.s.l.]

356

571

0

1.4

Gauging station

Glaciated area [%]
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were included in a first analysis. Unfortunately, stations like Diepoldsau are strongly influenced
by river power stations. As the simulated stream flow would hardly correlate to man-made
stream flow, those stations cannot be used to verify the natural discharge resulting from the
hydrological model especially in periods concerned by low flow, where the natural regime is
perturbed by surge and pressure activities from the hydropower plants. Analyses for two
representative sub-basins within the two target areas with natural flow response are shown
and evaluated.

Figure 2.1: Location of the two basins in Switzerland (Thur, Toess, Glatt in gray with the Thur in
blue and the Alpine Rhine in ocher with the Landquart in brown) and two pictures of the investigated
rivers.
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2.2 Hydrological model
We utilise the fully-distributed version of the semi-distributed conceptual hydrological model
PREVAH. This model has been designed to well describe the complexity of hydrological behavior in mountainous areas. This precipitation–runoff model was developed by research groups
of the ETH Zurich, the University of Berne and the research institute WSL. Originally, the
spatial discretisation follows the lumped HBV model structure (Bergström, 1976; Lindström
et al., 1997; Viviroli et al., 2009) on the allocation of hydrological response units (HRU, also
called hydrotopes) as areas with the same runoff characteristics (Flügel, 1997). The new fully
distributed version of PREVAH was set up in this case with a spatial resolution of 200 meters.
To initialise the model PREVAH, a initial state description is required containing information
about soil moisture in different layers, snow properties and interception storage influenced by
antecedent meteorological conditions. For overcoming the problem of initialization it is generally advised to let the model run for at least one ”spin-off” year previous to the start of the
period included in the analyses. Here we selected a very long period of 10 years (1971-1980)
to generate representative initial conditions.
The application of every conceptual rainfall-runoff model requires calibration and verification.
Calibration parameters for the two investigated basins were obtained from previous work with
the model. The tunable parameters for the Landquart were estimated for the period 19841996 and verified for the same period. Model outputs were compared with observed values and
evaluated by means of objective goodness-of-fit measures. In the Landquart, a logarithmic
Nash-Sutcliffe efficiency of 0.914 was reached for the calibration and 0.892 for the verification.The verification of the Thur resulted in an efficiency of 0.882 for calibration and 0.868 for
the verification. The table with all values and goodness-of-fit measures can be found in Appendix A (table A3). More information about the calibration of the Landquart can be found
in Bernhard et al. (2011).
As the model PREVAH has some correction parameters and adjustments implemented, a
closer look is taken at how the meteorological input is processed by the model. The focus is on
the gauge error correction which is applied to interpolated precipitation data. It is calculated
separately for rain (equation 2.1) and for snow (equation 2.2) with the help of wind speed
(Viviroli et al., 2009).
P Rcor = P Rinput · [1 + 0.07 · ln Winput + 1]

(2.1)

P Scor = P Sinput · [1 + 0.20 · ln Winput + 1]

(2.2)

PRinput and PRcor (2.1) are the gauged and the corrected amount of rain [mmh−1 ], and PSinput
and PScor (2.2) stand for the gauged and the corrected amount of snow [mmh−1 ]. Winput is
the wind speed from a meteorological tower [ms−1 ].
Further processes using the meteorological input variables are the evapotranspiration (temperature, relative humidity, radiation), snow and ice melt (temperature,wind), interception
and soil moisture. The air temperature and the global radiation are further corrected for the
lapse rate and aspect.
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Table 2.2: Mean annual catchment characteristics generated by PREVAH for the measured input
variables (OBS).

River

Landquart

Thur

Average Precipitation [mm/a]

1227.72

1421.61

Average Evapotranspiration [mm/a]

399.18

523.37

Average Runoff [mm/a]

1044.81

910.63

Snow melt [mm/a]

667.80

239.27

4.80

0

Ice melt [mm/a]

The precipitation variable is also corrected for the water balance adjustment which minimises the differences in observed and computed runoff rates in order to compensate for errors
in the measurement assimilation, representativeness and interpolation of precipitation data
(Viviroli et al., 2009). The various components of PREVAH, the model structure, physics and
parameters are explained in detail in Viviroli et al. (2009).
In order to have a look at the basin characteristics and to detect regional differences, basin
statistics modeled with PREVAH for the observed forcing (OBS) are shown in table 2.2. While
the Thur experiences more annual averaged precipitation, the runoff amounts are higher for
the Landquart. A lot of water is lost by evaporation in the Thur (37%). In contrast, snow
melt is providing more than half of the whole annual runoff. in the Landquart. Consistent
values were found for the Thur with the model PREVAH by Gurtz et al. (1999). In their
study, they observed an average evaporation of 513 mm/a for the year 1993/1994 and also the
results of Zappa and Kan (2007) are consistent with the values of this study with 37% of the
precipitation leaving the system as evaporation.

2.3 Meteorological input and climatology
Three different meteorological forcing inputs are used as basis simulations in the setup of
this study. First, meteorological observations (forcing I, also called OBS in the data section)
are taken. Predicted model fields from a COSMO-LEPS reforecast (forcing II) are used, second. The third spatially interpolated input is created by calibrating forcing II with forcing II
(resulting in forcing III). The forcing data contain the following six variables: daily data of
precipitation, air temperature, wind speed, water vapour pressure or relative humidity, global
radiation and sunshine duration. All variables, its units and the abbreviations used in the
following are shown in table 2.3. As the water vapour pressure is transformed to the relative
humidity in the model, this variable is only mentioned in the subsection about the input quality.
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Table 2.3: Abbreviations of variables with units.

Variable

Abbreviation

Unit

precipitation

P

[mm]

air temperature

T

[◦ C]

wind speed

W

[ms−1 ]

relative humidity

RH

[%]

RH *

[hP a]

sunshine duration

SSd

[h]

global radiation

GR

[W m−2 ]

water vapour pressure

Observations provided by the Federal Office of Meteorology and Climatology (MeteoSwiss)
for the time period 1981-2000 are taken as basis for the hydrological reference simulation (forcing I). In changing only the forcing driving the hydrological model, it will help to discriminate
between forcing and hydrological model errors. Precipitation sums in the spatially interpolated
observational dataset are based on measurements from 0600-0600 UTC over Switzerland.
The procedure adopted for generating meteorological fields from the data obtained by MeteoSwiss follows the procedure described in the review paper on the PREVAH modelling system (Viviroli et al., 2009).
Forcing II is a climatology of 30 years daily meteorological fields of reforecasts from 19712000, generated with COMSO-LEPS. The reforecasts are a downscaled version of the 40-year
ECMWF reanalysis data (ERA-40, (Uppala et al., 2005)) using the COSMO-LEPS model to
drive daily fields up to a lead time of 90 hours starting at 1200 UTC every day. Sums from
18-42, 42-66 and 66-90 hours are used to avoid spin up effects of the model (Fundel et al.,
2010).

Figure 2.2: Method for calibrating quantile values of the models according to observation climatology
(adopted from Fundel et al. (2010)).
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In order to calibrate the reforecasts, quantiles of forecast events based on model climatology are assumed to be equal to quantiles of observations based on observation climatology, as
illustrated in figure 2.2. Therefore, the statistical calibration procedure compares the quantile
of the COSMO-LEPS reforecast with the quantiles of the OBS and adjusts the bias for each
quantile. A similar calibration can be found in Fundel et al. (2010). The third input (forcing
III) is consequently the calibrated COSMO-LEPS dataset from 1981-2000.

2.3.1 Input quality

Figure 2.3: Daily averaged input values of all six variables from the measured forcing (OBS) for the
time period 1981-2000 for the river Thur.

The reforecast forcing is calibrated in order to correct systematic model errors. In doing
so, errors stemming from the meteorological forcing can be addressed. In figure 2.3, the time
series of the six variables can be seen for the mean daily values from 1981-2000. Basin averaged
uncalibrated and calibrated reforecasts forcing are compared to basin averaged observational
forcing. It is shown for forcing II, the observations of the river Thur. A strong seasonal cycle
in the temperature, the water vapour pressure, sunshine duration and the radiation can be
seen. Wind and precipitation show less variations between the seasons and their performance
is therefore expected to be less dependent on the season.
A comparison of the uncalibrated and calibrated reforecast variables versus the observed
variables for the period 1981-2000 of all six variables can be seen in the figure 2.4 for the
rivers Thur (top) and Landquart (bottom), described in subsection 2.1. The input quality
differs between stations and variables. By calibrating, large improvements were found for the
calibrated variables wind, water vapour pressure (respective relative humidity) and sunshine
duration compared to observed forcing. Uncalibrated temperature fields seem to be already
close to measurements for the Thur, whereas it could be improved for the Landquart by applying the calibration procedure to lower temperatures. While the uncalibrated precipitation
is overestimated for high precipitation amounts, the agreement improved slightly after calibration. However, the quantile calibration method overcorrected high precipitation amounts
which leads to an underestimation.
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Figure 2.4: Quality of the six input variables for the rivers Thur (top) and the Landquart (bottom).
The simulations uncal (blue) and cal (red) are compared to the measured forcing (OBS). A perfect
result would lay on the black line.
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As the focus of this study is on low flow amounts, this limitation of the calibration technique
should not affect the prediction of stream flow. Using the same uncalibrated reforecast dataset,
Fundel et al. (2010) found an overestimation of precipitation in most parts of Switzerland. They
state that the ”sign, amplitude and pattern of the model bias are of a complex structure and
vary with season”. Considering this result, a noticeable impact of the temperature on stream
flow response is only expected in the Landquart. Furthermore, the bias correction for the wind,
the sunshine duration and the relative humidity indicate a quality improvement.

2.4 Model chain

Figure 2.5: Hydro-meteorological forecast chain. P, T, W, RH, SSd and GR are meteorological input
variables described in table 2.3 and Q indicates the runoff.

The three different meteorological forcings, specified in section 2.3, are used as standard simulations. These meteorological forcings, together with the spatial input and the tunable model
parameter configuration, provide the data for the simulations to run the hydrological model
PREVAH (figure 2.5). The simulated runoff climatology is routed to a point in the sub-area
at which discharge gauges measurements from the Federal Office for the Environment (BAFU)
are available. In this study, the uncalibrated hydrological simulation will be abbreviated as
”uncal”, the calibrated one ”cal” and the observation based hydrological reference simulation
”HREF”.
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Table 2.4: Combinations of the simple PREVAH runs (top), the multiple PREVAH runs (middle)
and the observation based PREVAH runs (bottom) for the six variables of table 2.3. U stands for
uncalibrated, C for calibrated forcing and OBS means the measured meteorological input.

Variable

P

T

W

RH

SSd GR

uncal

U

U

U

U

U

U

P.cal

C

U

U

U

U

U

T.cal

U

C

U

U

U

U

W.cal

U

U

C

U

U

U

RH.cal

U

U

U

C

U

U

SSd.cal

U

U

U

U

C

U

GR.cal

U

U

U

U

U

C

cal

C

C

C

C

C

C

Variable

P

T

W

RH

SSd

GR

uncal

U

U

U

U

U

U

P.cal

C

U

U

U

U

U

P.T.cal

C

C

U

U

U

U

P.W.cal

C

U

C

U

U

U

P.RH.cal

C

U

U

C

U

U

cal

C

C

C

C

C

C

Variable

P

T

W

RH

SSd

GR

uncal

U

U

U

U

U

U

P.cal

C

U

U

U

U

U

cal

C

C

C

C

C

C

P.HREF

OBS

U

U

U

U

U

T.HREF

U

OBS

U

U

U

U

P.T.HREF

OBS

OBS

U

U

U

U

HREF

OBS

OBS

OBS OBS OBS OBS
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To evaluate the sensitivity of runoff quality to changes in the forcing variable, new combinations of forcing inputs are generated. One variable of forcing III is combined with five
variables of forcing I. The resulting datasets of only one forcing variable calibrated are shown
at the top in table 2.4. They are called ”simple calibrated simulations”. Further combinations,
listed in the middle, contain two calibrated input variables. These simulations, called ”multiple
calibrated simulations”, are evaluated against simple calibrated simulations in order to assess
the additional skill of a second calibrated variable. The ”multiple HREF simulations” combine
one or two variables of the observed HREF forcing with four or five uncalibrated variables as
shown at the bottom in table 2.4. They will demonstrate the potential of the PREVAH model
using measured high-quality input for one or two variables.

2.5 Stream flow data
To verify the simulations, daily stream flow records from the measurement network of the
BAFU are used for two defined stations illustrated in figure 2.1. Only stations with natural
observed discharge (no lake regulations, river corrections and hydropower) and a long observation period are chosen for this study.
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The model verification with some general statistical measures are presented in this section
together with skill scores. Statistical drought deficit theory was further used in this sensitivity study to examine how the model simulations perform for hydrological drought deficit events.

3.1 Goodness-of-fit measures
Useful tools to estimate the quality of simulated discharge time series are goodness-of-fit measures. Simulated discharge is verified with observational stream flow data using several measures of hydrology. Presented and discussed are the mean error (ME), the Spearman correlation (corr), the Nash-Sutcliffe Efficiency (NSE) and the logarithmic Nash-Sutcliffe Efficiency
(LogNSE). Each of the four measures assesses another characteristics of the model quality:
the mean error, the timing of the simulation forecast and accurate simulation of peak and low
flows. Those measures are later complemented by an evaluation of the general properties of
the distribution. In equation 3.1, the mean error, a simple and familiar measure of the bias, is
presented.
n
1X
ME =
(yk − ok )
(3.1)
n
k=1

It expresses the additive bias without measuring the correspondence between forecasts and
observation. It is calculated as the difference of the modeled daily stream flow yk and the
observed daily stream flow ok . Since the ME is not weighted, it is insensitive to large errors
and outliers. A perfect score can be reached even for a bad forecast if errors are compensating
each other. The result can range from −∞ to +∞ with the perfect result of no difference.
As second goodness-of-fit measure, the Spearman rank correlation coefficient is calculated to
quantify the effect of the ranked correlation between the modeled stream flow and the observed
stream flow (equation 3.2). The linear Pearson product-moment coefficient of linear correlation
is an often used measure to express the timing of a forecast. While the Pearson correlation
is neither resistant nor robust, the Spearman correlation is taken. It is simply the Pearson
correlation coefficient using the ranks of the data.
P
6 · nk=1 (Dk2 )
rrank = 1 −
(3.2)
n(n2 − 1)
It is calculated as the difference in ranks Di between the kth pair of data values. It is useful as
it cares for compensating errors (Wilks, 2006).
The NSE (from Nash and Sutcliffe (1970), equation 3.3), a frequently used score to quantify the
accuracy, measures how much of the variability in observations is explained by the simulation.
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In equation 3.3, this ratio of the mean squared error of the modeled stream flow and the
observed variance, is illustrated.
1 Pn
(ok − yk )2
n
(3.3)
N SE = 1 − 1 Pk=1
n
2
k=1 (ok − ok )
n
The mean of the observed daily stream flow ok over the 20 years is taken as reference. The
simulation result ranges between −∞ and 1. A model forecast indicates skill if the NSE>0
and performs perfect if NSE=1. For a score lower than zero, the reference is a more accurate
predictor than the model.
1 Pn
(log ok − log yk )2
n
LogN SE = 1 − 1 Pk=1
(3.4)
n
2
k=1 (log ok − log ok )
n
The logarithmic NSE (equation 3.4) consists of the same components as the NSE with more
weight given to low flow values. By calculating logarithms, it is a good measure for the low flow
performance. Due to the weighting factor in the logarithmic NSE, low stream flow responses
can be compared to the performance of flood events in the NSE.

3.1.1 Quantification of uncertainty by bootstrapping
To evaluate the influence of the limited number of drought events on the goodness-of-fit measures and to test whether the result is significantly better, confidence intervals are created by
bootstrapping technique. This is a method of statistical resampling, which comes from Efron
(1992). The idea behind the bootstrap is to treat a finite sample as similarly as possible to
the unknown distribution from which it was drawn (Wilks, 2006). A large number of random
samples are generated, each of them obtained by random sampling with replacement from the
original dataset of 7305 samples with daily runoff data for 20 years. The goodness-of-fit is
computed for each of the 10’000 bootstrap samples resulting in a frequency distribution of
approximately the true sampling distribution (Wilks, 2006). Using this statistical method,
simulations can be tested on whether they perform significantly better than the simulations of
lower input quality.
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3.2 Measure of skill and verification
A further method to evaluate the quality of drought forecasts, often used in atmospheric science,
is the measure of skill. A detailed discussion can be found in literature (e.g Wilks (2006)) and
therefore, it is only briefly described here. In order to calculate skill scores, a threshold has
to be set to distinguish between a low flow event and no-event. The 30th quantile was chosen
using a smoothing climatology window of 30 days. The explanations of this choice follows in
the next section about drought deficit statistics. Four categories, in which the forecast can
fall, are characterised in the contingency table, illustrated in table 3.1. Predictions contribute
to skill if both, the prediction and the observation, indicate a drought (called ”a” in table 3.1)
or if prediction and observation agree on no drought (”d” in table 3.1). No skill is found when
the prediction disagrees with the observation (”b” or ”c” in table 3.1) (Wilks, 2006).

Table 3.1: Contingency table to compare simulated with observed drought event forecasts (from Wilks
(2006))

Observed

Simulated

YES

NO

YES

a

b

a+b

NO

c

d

c+d

a+c

b+d

n = a+b+c+d

The probability of detection (POD) and the false alarm ratio (FAR) are used to evaluate the
forecast performance of the simulations. Considering only the values below the threshold, the
POD forms the ratio of correct forecasts to the number of times this event occurred (equation
3.5). While the value of the POD is mainly an indicator of the discrimination of the forecast,
the false alarm ratio (FAR) describes the fraction of wrong forecast events (equation 3.6). The
FAR can take values between 0 and 1 where the perfect simulation would have no false alarm
(score = 0). As this score is sensitive to false alarms and to the climatological frequency of the
event, but ignores misses, it is used in conjunction with the probability of detection (Wilks,
2006).
a
P OD =
(3.5)
a+c
b
F AR =
(3.6)
a+b
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3.3 Drought deficit statistics

Figure 3.1: Drought definition used in this work (changed after Stahl (2001)). The dotted red line
indicates the threshold. When the discharge is lower than this line, a drought starts. It lasts until the
discharge is higher than the threshold again.

In our study, hydrological droughts are characterised after Tallaksen and van Lanen (2004) by
their duration, their severity and their magnitude. This method, which is also called threshold
level method, originates from the theory of runs by Yevjevich (1967). They originally defined
droughts as periods in which the water supply does not meet the current demand. The demand
is represented by a threshold level. Therefore, a drought event starts when the observed or
forecast runoff (blue line in figure 3.1) falls below the threshold (dashed red line in figure 3.1).
The time in which the stream flow is below the threshold is the defined drought. The severity
is the total water deficit found for an event which corresponds to the blue shaded area in figure
3.1. The magnitude is defined as the quotient of severity and duration and indicates especially
strong water deficits averaged over all days of an event. To simplify the comparison of the
two hydrological catchments, quantiles are chosen as measurement unit instead of the absolute
runoff. To detect all model differences, no pooling procedure, as recommended for example
by Fleig et al. (2006), was used. However, a smoothing climatology window of 30-days was
applied to exclude mutually dependent droughts. Minor drought events of two days or longer,
when the flow is only marginal below the threshold, can still occur.
The threshold selection was a critical point in this study. There are several thresholds depending on the definition of the ”abnormal” situation (Stahl, 2001). A constant threshold over
time will return only drought events of the low flow season. If seasons are treated separately, a
constant threshold would be adequate. However, as we are interested in drought events of all
seasons together, a seasonal threshold should be chosen (at monthly or daily resolution). Note
that such a varying threshold not only considers real hydrological droughts, but also relative
low flow periods resulting from a delayed snow melt season (Fleig et al., 2006). To be precise,
the term ”stream flow deficiency or anomaly” suggested by Stahl (2001) for the definition of
deficit periods is used in this study. The choice of the threshold influences both the number
of events as well as the the presence of multi-year droughts in the dataset. The focus in this
study lays on within-year droughts as no severe droughts like 1947 or 2003 are found in the
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investigated period. Quantiles are often defined in literature considering the percentiles from
the flow duration curve. Stream flow anomaly quantiles are defined as a value, which divides
the set of data into equal frequencies. In case of the 30th quantile, the flow is falling below
the values in 30% of the time. Stahl (2001) took the 30th quantile in her study about drought
events across Europe and Tallaksen and van Lanen (2004) also recommended the 30th, which
occurs 30 percent of the time for perennial streams as those found in Switzerland. Another
often used quantile is the 10th. It was chosen in Fleig et al. (2011) to concentrate on the lowest
flows together with 30th quantile.
Because of all these considerations, a seasonal quantile of 30% is taken as threshold definition, in order to detect moderate stream flow anomalies. However, to gain knowledge if the
processes are the same for rarer and more often occurring events, the 10th quantile and the
50th quantile are investigated as well, but not illustrated in the main part. The plots can,
however, be found in attachment B. With the 50th quantile, the median, forecast verification
of longer drought durations are possible. This drought threshold is a compromise between the
minimum number of events and the severity of the stream flow anomaly we are interested. To
get the seasonal threshold, a smoothing window was applied to the simulations and the observations separately to create a dataset with the average runoff values at each day of the year. A
monthly window of +/- 14 days around the simulated day is used for the period 1981-2000 to
get 366 averaged values. When choosing the same threshold for observations and simulations,
the result would show a systematic over- or under-forecasting of low flow events. Therefore,
the thresholds are defined through the quantiles for observed and simulated stream flow separately. This is possible as the bias can be easily removed later, in a statistical post-processing
for example.
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All model simulations were evaluated and compared to the observed discharge or the model
reference discharge to evaluate model deficiencies. In the first part, the role of each separately
calibrated variable is assessed. The best performing variable is then compared in the second
section to multiple calibrated simulations. To demonstrate the potential of the model simulation, high-quality input of observed data were tested for the most promising variables in section
three of the results. In the following, the simulation abbreviations illustrated in tables 2.4 are
used. Detailed descriptions can be found in chapter 2.
Based on the understanding of the hydrological processes in the watershed, precipitation is
expected to be the most sensitive variable (Sene, 2009). The correct amount and spatial accuracy of the precipitation inputs are crucial for skillful predictions of discharge.To model the
snow and ice melt correctly, the temperature is expected to be the decisive variable. The
expectations were also big for the calibrated wind. For this reason, it was expected that precipitation, temperature and wind will show a large influence on the runoff response. However,
pre-analyses demonstrated that the calibrated wind, the calibrated sunshine duration as well
as the calibrated radiation cannot add skill to the uncalibrated simulation. Therefore, they
are disregarded in the further in further analyses presented in this work.

4.1 Simple calibrated simulations
In order to identify the best meteorological variable, which is most responsible for the better performance of the calibrated simulation, different verification methods were used. The
performance over the long-term dataset of 20 years was evaluated using general statistics,
goodness-of-fit measures and low flow indices. An analysis of drought periods, defined as the
threshold of the 30th quantile, is further included.

4.1.1 Statistical analysis of the long-term dataset
In a general statistical overview (with different forcings), the simulated runoff is compared to
the observed runoff data (OBS) for the full investigated period from the 1st of January 1981
to the 31st of December 2000.
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Table 4.1: Overview statistics of constant low flow quantiles from 1981 to 2000 for the river Thur at
Andelfingen. The 5, 10 and 30% quantile (Q5, Q10 and Q30) are listed as well as the median. The
percentages in the brackets symbolise the relative difference to OBS. Highlighted in bold are the best
simple calibrated simulation and the overall best simulation compared to OBS.

Q5

Q10

Q30

Median

[m3 /s]

[m3 /s]

[m3 /s]

[m3 /s]

P.cal

13.83 (+40%)

17.38 (+38%)

26.98 (+25%)

38.70 (+17%)

T.cal

17.12 (+73%)

21.51 (+71%)

34.06 (+58%)

52.11 (+58%)

RH.cal

15.79 (+60%)

19.64 (+56%)

31.68 (+47%)

47.93 (+45%)

uncal

17.54 (+78%)

21.78 (+73%)

34.53 (+61%)

52.53 (+59%)

11.84 (+20%)

14.65 (+16%)

23.53 (+9%)

34.01 (+3%)

12.97 (+31%)

15.83 (+26%)

24.76 (+15%)

35.68 (+8%)

9.88

12.6

21.5

33

cal
HREF
OBS

Table 4.2: Overview statistics of constant low flow quantiles from 1981 to 2000 for the river Landquart
at Felsenbach. The 5, 10 and 30% quantile (Q5, Q10 and Q30) are listed as well as the median. The
percentages in the brackets symbolise the relative difference to OBS. Highlighted in bold are the best
simple calibrated simulation and the overall best simulation compared to OBS.

Q5

Q10

Q30

Median

[m3 /s]

[m3 /s]

[m3 /s]

[m3 /s]

P.cal

5.11 (-24%)

8.79 (-16%)

24.02 (-4%)

5.8 (-25%)

T.cal

7.39 (+10%)

14.61 (+39%)

37.85 (+52%)

8.71 (+13%)

5.8 (-14%)

11.36 (+8%)

37.49 (+50%)

6.79 (-12%)

5.94 (-12%)

11.84 (+13%)

38.65 (+55%)

6.94 (-10%)

cal

5.71 (-15%)

10.15 (-3%)

21.52 (-14%)

6.8 (-12%)

HREF

5.92 (-12%)

10.44 (-1%)

22.98 (-8%)

6.96 (-10%)

6.73

10.5

24.93

7.7

RH.cal
uncal

OBS
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Figure 4.1: Kernel probability distribution function for the river Thur at Andelfingen.

Figure 4.2: Kernel probability distribution function for the river Landquart at Felsenbach.
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Table 4.3: Goodness-of-fit measures for the river Thur at Andelfingen; 1981-2000. The scores mean
error (ME), the Spearman correlation (corr), Nash-Sutcliffe efficiency (NSE) and logarithmic NSE are
calculated. The difference between the simulations and the observed runoff is taken. Highlighted in
bold are the best scores for the simple calibrated simulation and the overall best simulation.

ME [m3 /s]

Corr

NSE

LogNSE

P.cal

4.38

0.814

0.42

0.60

T.cal

26.7

0.797

-0.28

0.26

RH.cal

21.78

0.806

-0.13

0.36

uncal

27.05

0.797

-0.31

0.24

cal

-0.40

0.802

0.43

0.62

0.9

0.942

0.83

0.87

HREF

Table 4.1 and the probability runoff distribution illustrated in figure 4.1 give a first impression of the overall quality of simple calibrated simulations. These simulations are called simple
calibrated because only one variable is calibrated. P.cal therefore means, that the precipitation
is calibrated and the other five variables are uncalibrated. The best results for the simple calibrated simulations as well as for all results are marked bold. The values of the 5th quantile are
also included because it is a common used measure of low stream flow amounts in Switzerland.
It is called Q347 and calculated for a period of 10 years (Aschwanden and Kan, 1999). The
results are consistent with the literature values of Q347. Values of 9.16 m3 s−1 for the Thur
and 5.22 m3 s−1 for the Landquart were noted (FOEN, 2007).
In table 4.1, the results are illustrated for the river Thur at Andelfingen. All simulations
overestimated the runoff, though HREF and cal came much closer to the observed runoff than
uncal. A huge amount of the improvement for the fully calibrated dataset (50-70%) resulted
from the calibrated precipitation (P.cal). P.cal explained 75% of the improvement from the
uncal to cal run, compared to the measured stream flow. However there was still a bias of
17%. For lower quantiles the overestimation was even larger, with errors up to 73% for the
10th quantile. P.cal, the calibrated model simulations and HREF were also capable of reproducing the actual distribution of runoff. The biggest differences were found for the peak
of the distribution. While all simulations with uncalibrated precipitation underestimated low
flow amounts, they overestimated high flow amounts. The main reason for the differences in
the distributions were found in the bias of the precipitation prior to calibration. The small
differences between P.cal and cal can probably be explained by limitations in the temperature
bias of the model performance.
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Figure 4.3: Kernel probability distribution function for the precipitation (left) and the temperature
(right) of the Landquart at Felsenbach.

Similar results could be detected in the probability distribution for the river Landquart at
Felsenbach in figure 4.2. However, in contrast to the Thur, no systematic overestimation of
the runoff was found in table 4.2. Dependent on the forcing input over- or underestimations
were observed. Surprisingly, cal and HREF were not better at simulating the median than the
uncalibrated simulation. Remarkable were the deteriorations of T.cal and P.cal, which resulted
for the median. While the median for P.cal was stronger underestimated than the uncalibrated
simulation (-15%), the median of T.cal was significantly overestimated (+25%). The special
results obtained for T.cal were confirmed by the probability distribution curve. The poorly
performing peak of the uncalibrated simulation was shifted to higher flow amounts. This could
result from a different timing of the snow melt without using the correct timing of precipitation.
As the frequency distribution curve of temperature (right figure 4.3) was shifted towards colder
temperatures after calibration and a smaller probability of temperatures spread around the 0
◦ C temperature, the snow melt behaviour changed seasonality.
Four scores, defined in detail in the methods section, are shown for the river Thur at Andelfingen in table 4.3. In these scores, runoff simulations are compared to the response of the
observational runoff. To look at a measure that is more sensitive to the right timing than
the mean error (ME), the Pearson correlation (corr) is chosen. In comparing the simulations
further to a reference (the mean over the 20 years), the skill of the simulation is assessed with
the Nash-Sutcliffe efficiency (NSE) and the logarithmic NSE. The NSE and the logarithmic
NSE represent the bias as well as the correct timing of the data series.
Apart from HREF, P.cal performed best for all four scores. T.cal and RH.cal provided only
small improvements compared to the uncalibrated simulation (if any at all). For the full calibration, an overcorrection was found. Negative values in the NSE found for T.cal, RH.cal
and uncal indicated a very poor performance, much worse than the mean over the 20 years.
T.cal stood again out with really bad values. In weighting small flow amounts higher, the
logarithmic NSE demonstrated that low flows were better represented than high flows by the
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model simulations for all forcing variables. Similar results were obtained for the river Thur at
Andelfingen. The NSE values were much lower than for the Landquart. Also the mean errors
were much higher. The problem of T.cal was not visible for the Thur. This seems to be a
local phenomenon and connected to snow and ice melt processes in a basin with presence of
glaciers.

4.1.2 Seasonal analysis of the long-term dataset
In order to have a more distinct pattern of the simulation errors, the quantiles are further
evaluated seasonally. The quantiles are analysed for the period 1981-2000 using a seasonal
climatology window. Seasonal distinctions between the different simulations are illustrated in
figure 4.4 for the river Thur and in figure 4.5 for the river Landquart. Blue colours indicate
high flow quantiles (higher flow amounts than the median) while the red colours stand for low
flow quantiles (lower flow amounts than the median). The black line represents the median.
To visualise the seasonal runoff pattern of each basin, logarithmic plots of seasonal runoff at
the measured gauge stations are included (top left). Relative differences between quantiles of
the simulated runoff and the reference are calculated to find seasonal discrepancies between
the simulations. Quantiles with no discrepancies will not be visible on the plot. As the focus
of this study lays on low flow amounts, quantiles higher than the median (blue colors) are disregarded for the calculation of the relative differences. Therefore, a perfect agreement between
two simulations would result in a plot with just a straight black line at zero.
In the river Thur at Andelfingen, the highest discharge amounts for the observed runoff were
found in spring and early in summer, while the lowest amounts occurred in autumn (especially
in September). Snow melt season was identified in spring (end of March to end of June). A
systematic overestimation was identified in the relative difference graphs for all simulations
except for cal and HREF. This overestimation was highest in spring season and late in autumn
(November) and lowest in the winter season. Lower quantiles (of 0.5 and 2.5%) indicated similar errors in all seasons except for summer to the beginning of winter. A large overestimation
of up to 300% late in summer and an underestimation in November of -10% were found. T.cal
and RH.cal did not improve the seasonal differences much, while P.cal reduced the systematic
error of all seasons. The spring season and the autumn stayed overestimated, however only
with a maximal error of 50%. Especially in spring, P.cal did not reproduce the improvement
found for cal totally. The small enhancement was found for T.cal in spring, which corresponded
to a better representation of the snow melt season. The right amount at the correct time is
crucial for a good representation of the seasonality of a runoff. Furthermore, snow melt is an
important part of the seasonal runoff also in lower elevated basins.
For the river Landquart at Felsenbach, a significantly different flow pattern was found. The
peak occurred in early summer with the lowest stream flow amounts in winter. Model deficiencies were identified for uncal, T.cal and RH.cal in underestimated winter amounts of up to
-50% and overestimated summer and late autumn runoff of 80 and 50%. HREF, cal and P.cal
showed a different picture of seasonal differences. The winter, but also the summer amounts
were still underestimated. The fully calibrated simulation overcorrected for runoff in the summer season.
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Figure 4.4: Seasonal logarithmic quantiles (upper left) and the calculated relative differences between
the simulation and OBS for the 11 illustrated quantiles of the river Thur at Andelfingen. A climatology
window of 31 days is used for the time period 1981-2000. Red colours indicate low stream flow quantiles,
the blue colours high quantiles. The black line represents the median. The differences are only plotted
for the low flow quantiles. The less colour is visible, the better the result for the relative difference. (A
straight black line would be the perfect result).
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Figure 4.5: Seasonal logarithmic quantiles (upper left) and the calculated relative differences between
the simulation and OBS for the 11 illustrated quantiles of the river Landquart at Felsenbach. A
climatology window of 31 days is used for the time period 1981-2000. Red colours indicate low stream
flow quantiles, the blue colours high quantiles. The black line represents the median. The differences
are only plotted for the low flow quantiles. The less colour is visible, the better the result for the relative
difference. (A straight black line would be the perfect result).
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A good result was found for P.cal in spring, summer and autumn. Only the deficit of extreme
quantiles was deteriorated in early spring. Although the model result of P.cal did not resemble
the calibrated run, most of the relative error disappeared because of the calibrated precipitation. Another large influence was found for T.cal in winter as well as in spring to summer.
It decreased the differences for winter from -30% to +1% and divided the error in spring to
summer in half. The temperatures seemed to be responsible for the underestimation in spring.
Overestimations of up to 100% were caused by imperfect input of precipitation.

4.1.3 Drought deficit statistics
Table 4.4: Overview stream flow anomaly statistics for the 30th quantile threshold of the river Thur
at Andelfingen; 1981-2000. Drought deficit statistics with three indices are used: duration, severity
and magnitude. For each indices, the mean and the maximum value were included. Furthermore, the
amount of anomaly events totally (tot) and for events longer than 10 days (>10d) is added. Highlighted
in bold are the best indices for the simple calibrated simulation and the overall best simulation compared
to OBS.

anomaly events

duration [d]

severity [Mio. m3]

magnitude [Mio. m3/d]

tot

> 10d

Mean

Max

Mean

Max

Mean

Max

P.cal

247

74

9

67

6.07

88.03

0.43

2.05

T.cal

275

78

8

49

7.31

81.81

0.57

3.03

RH.cal

266

80

8

53

7.14

78.96

0.55

3.13

uncal

270

83

8

50

7.41

83.95

0.59

3.07

cal

229

73

10

69

6.03

96.78

0.38

1.83

HREF

237

77

9

63

5.28

68.76

0.37

1.49

OBS

302

69

7

51

3.79

48.15

0.35

1.40

Drought deficit characteristics, such as drought duration and severity (total deficit volume
of event) and the magnitude (mean deficit volume per day), are derived and compared to
observed runoff. This standardisation methodology is preferable to characterise stream flow
anomalies in order to quantify the different properties of the anomaly. As defined in the third
section, three characteristics of stream flow anomalies are evaluated for a daily varying threshold of the 30th quantile using a climatology window of 30 days over 20 years. The stream flow
anomalies are analysed regarding the mean, respectively the maximum value of the characteristics in table 4.4 for the Thur. To prove that the threshold applied to each dataset separately
is correctly chosen, the number of anomaly events is included as well. Anomaly events with
one or two days length are disregarded in the total number of events (tot) to exclude minor
droughts. Therefore, the total number of events varied strongly, however events longer than 10
days were consistent and indicated skill. To see the correspondence between the simulated and
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Figure 4.6: Quantile-quantile graph for the river Thur at Andelfingen for events lower threshold of
the 30th quantile. The black line shows the perfect correspondence of the simulation with the observation.The graph illustrates agreement of the duration (left), the severity (middle) and the magnitude
(right) of the simulated anomalies with the observed anomalies.

the observed anomaly events, a quantile-quantile plot further illustrates the drought characteristics for the Thur (figure 4.6). This is only a statistical evaluation of the correspondence. As
we do not compare same event days, a further analysis of drought deficit statistics is applied
using daily temporal resolution.
The characteristic overview of the stream flow anomaly is presented for the river Thur at
Andelfingen. Less total anomaly events were simulated by the model than observed, however
simulations overestimated the anomaly events longer 10 days. The duration and the severity
were overestimated by all simulations, the severity was even overestimated by 60%. The large
overestimation of the severity leaded to an overestimation in the magnitude. The best performance for this indices was found for P.cal and T.cal. The model reference (HREF) was best for
the deficit volume and the magnitude, while the uncal performed better for the duration. Due
to the small spread in the duration, the severity and the magnitude were used to distinguish
between the simulations. The quantile-quantile graph (figure 4.6) revealed that the biggest differences occurred at the extremes, especially for high severities and magnitudes. The severity
was strongly overestimated for all simulations. The duration (left graph) was overestimated
for high flow amounts of P.cal and underestimated for high flow amounts of the other simple
calibrated variables. Nevertheless, the performance of P.cal came close to the result of cal.
For a varying threshold of the 10th quantile, an agreement with the illustrated results was
found. A similar response was also found for the Landquart at Felsenbach for drought deficit
statistics (table A3). The large difference, however, detected between cal and P.cal and the
other simple calibrated simulations, was not as sharp for the Landquart as for the Thur. T.cal
was identified in being more important.
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Figure 4.7: Seasonal stream flow anomalies for the Thur, which were detected below the threshold
of the 30th quantile. The according magnitude value is indicated in the upper graph. The redder the
anomaly, the stronger is the daily magnitude. Differences between simulation and the model reference
HREF anomalies were created (lower four graphs). Blue colours indicate that the observation predicted
high magnitudes while the simulation did not and vice versa for red colours.
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Figure 4.8: Seasonal stream flow anomalies for the Landquart, which were detected below the threshold
of the 30th quantile. The according magnitude value is indicated in the upper graph. The redder the
anomaly, the stronger is the daily magnitude. Differences between simulation and the model reference
HREF anomalies were created (lower four graphs). Blue colours indicate that the observation predicted
high magnitudes while the simulation did not and vice versa for red colours.
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4.1.4 Seasonal perspective on drought deficit statistics
To find seasonal model errors of the magnitude (mean deficit volume per day) in a temporal
resolved pattern, the stream flow anomalies were further compared to the model reference
run (HREF). Figures 4.7, respective 4.8 show the seasonal pattern of stream flow anomalies,
occurring at a threshold of the 30th quantile for the rivers Thur and Landquart.
In the upper plot all events of the HREF simulation are colored, where a redder color represents
a higher magnitude of the event. Relative differences are calculated in order to detect seasonal
model deficiencies by subtracting the magnitudes of HREF (zero magnitude for a non-event)
from the magnitudes of the simulations. Seasonality is removed by dividing the result through
the varying threshold of HREF. Red colours indicate therefore higher magnitudes in the simulation than the reference and the blue colours lower magnitudes.
The model reference HREF (top graph in figure 4.7) for the Thur depicted a cluster of strong
stream flow anomaly magnitudes in spring. Especially around the years 1990 to 1994 and
1996-1998, a lot of anomalies were indicated. Most differences were detected at the end of
spring season because the highest deficit volumes per day were reached in this period. As red
is the dominating colour in all simulations, the magnitudes of the anomalies were generally
overestimated by the simulations. Large relative overestimations of the deficit volume were
found for T.cal, RH.cal and uncal in spring. T.cal and RH.cal performed nearly unchanged to
the result of uncal, while the least differences were found for P.cal. Compared to the relative
difference for cal (not shown here), P.cal showed slightly more differences, however, improved
most of the deficiencies. While the relative differences in winter were small, more deficiencies
were detected in spring, summer and autumn, especially in April to June. An interesting
result of these magnitude plots was observed in the seasonal distribution of over- and underestimations. While reddish colours are observed in spring, short anomalies of blueish colours
occurred in winter and autumn, especially for the years 1989 and 1991. The reason for the
large anomaly difference compared to the model reference can be found in the problems of
modelling the process of snow melt.
The magnitude pattern for the river Landquart at Felsenbach over the 20 years is of strong
seasonal nature (upper plot in figure 4.8). The highest magnitudes were found in April to June,
when the highest flow amounts were observed. A special drought event in 1991 seemed to be
very severe and long. The relative differences of the magnitude between the simulated anomalies and the model reference anomalies HREF showed a balance between over- (red colours)
and underestimations (blue colours) for the simulated anomalies, with a weak tendency to an
overestimation. While the results for P.cal convinced with only minor differences (slightly more
than for cal), RH.cal did not improve the deficiencies of uncal. Opposite to the results for the
Thur, the deficiencies of the uncalibrated simulation were limited to the summer season with
an underestimation in spring and an overestimation in summer. T.cal deteriorated the stream
flow anomalies deficiencies in all seasons. Despite the large differences of T.cal to HREF,
the strong red differences found for the uncalibrated simulation in July, improved while other
anomalies showed up.
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4.2 Multiple calibrated simulations
The analysis in section 4.1 indicated that the calibration of the precipitation variable (P.cal)
improved the simulation most of all simple calibrated variables. In this section we investigate which calibrated variable adds most skill to P.cal. In order to determine how much skill
of the fully calibrated simulation can be related to a variable except from precipitation, the
best performing simple calibrated variable is compared to the response of multiple calibrated
simulations. The new combinations P.T.cal, P.RH.cal and P.W.cal, called multiple calibrated
simulation, are listed in the middle in table 2.4. The temperature as well as the relative humidity showed improvement in the simple calibrated simulation part, but it was quite small.
The deterioration of T.cal for the Landquart demonstrated large changes compared to the
uncalibrated simulation. Combined with the calibrated precipitation, P.T.cal could improve
the response of the simulation significantly. As the simple calibrated variable wind contributed
not much additional skill to the simulation it was not analysed in section 4.1. In being part
of the precipitation correction calculation in the model PREVAH, the wind variables may also
be important. Therefore, P.W.cal is considered in multiple calibrated simulations.

4.2.1 Statistical analysis of the long-term dataset

Figure 4.9: Boxplots for the mean error between the observation and the simulation and the logarithmic Nash-Sutcliffe efficiency for the river Thur at Andelfingen. The blue box indicates the spread
between the 25% and 75% of the values and the bold black line line stands for the median. Further
indicated are the minimum and the maximum confidence intervals (dotted vertical line). A perfect
results is visualised with a red line.
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Figure 4.10: Boxplots for the mean error between the observation and the simulation and the logarithmic Nash-Sutcliffe efficiency for the river Landquart at Felsenbach. The blue box indicates the
spread between the 25% and 75% of the values and the bold black line line stands for the median.
Further indicated are the minimum and the maximum confidence intervals (dotted vertical line). A
perfect results is visualised with a red line.

The runoff response of the simulations from 1981 to 2000 were evaluated using goodness-offit measures, which were already applied to analyse simple calibrated simulations. Simulated
runoff was verified against the measured runoff OBS. Boxplot graphs are used to compare
overlapping confidence intervals and detect significant differences between the simulations.
Bootstrapping with 10000 runs is applied to obtain confidence intervals. In figure 4.9 for the
Thur and in figure 4.10 for the Landquart, the mean error (ME) as well as the logarithmic
Nash-Sutcliffe efficiency (NSE) are shown. The blue box represents the lower and the upper
quartile (25 and 75%) and the bold black line in the box, the median. The whiskers (dotted
line) show the maximum, respective the minimum of the values. A perfect result is indicated
with a red line.
For the river Thur in figure 4.9, HREF performed best for the Nash-Sutcliffe efficiency measure
with very high values between 0.8 and 0.9. However, it could not minimize the mean error
to 0. The best response of the simulations was found for P.RH.cal and cal. Both confidence
intervals intersected the perfect line for the mean error and indicated an acceptable result for
the logarithmic NSE. The relative humidity calibration not only explained the improvement
from P.cal to cal, but even outperformed the full calibration. The detected differences between
P.cal, P.W.cal and P.T.cal were very small. While P.W.cal was not even able to reproduce
the good performance of P.cal, P.T.cal slightly improved the response of P.cal. Although deficiencies in the logarithmic NSE between the calibrated simulations and HREF were still high,
the skill was promising compared to the efficiency of the uncalibrated simulation (-0.31). As
higher skill was reached with the logarithmic NSE compared to the NSE (not shown here),
it can be concluded that low flows are better represented by the simulations. The promising
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Figure 4.11: Skill Scores for four threshold quantiles of 0.1, 0.25, 0.33 and 0.5 for the rivers Thur
(left) and Landquart (right). While scores below the black line indicate a very poor performance, the
best score is illustrated as a darkred point.

result of P.RH.cal for the Thur indicated that the benefit increases by calibrating the relative
humidity additionally to precipitation. As the relative humidity was used for the evaporation
calculation, it could be that the low flows were better simulated as a consequence of correct
representation of water amounts during anomaly events.
While the mean error values of the Thur were mainly positive, mean errors for the Landquart
were negative. All simulations, detected for the Landquart in figure 4.10, underestimated the
mean error compared to the measured runoff OBS. In contrast to the results for the Thur,
there was no simple combination that performed best for all considered skill scores. The most
skillful simulations, except from HREF, were found for P.cal and P.W.cal in the mean error
and for P.T.cal and cal in the logarithmic NSE. The performance of the model reference HREF
for the mean error was poorer than for P.cal. However HREF performed best for the logarithmic Nash-Sutcliffe efficiency. P.T.cal outperformed the already good logarithmic NSE value
of 0.8 for cal, while increasing the mean error of P.cal slightly. The skill of the logarithmic
NS efficiency was generally higher for the Landquart (0.7) than for the Thur and therefore,
differences to HREF were smaller. In this basin, the calibrated relative humidity response
P.RH.cal did not affect the performance, however the calibrated temperature P.T.cal showed
increased skill in the logarithmic NSE. The mean error furthermore stressed the skill of P.cal.
Skill scores are a useful way to validate the performance of a threshold based distinction
(yes/no events). For this analysis, a varying threshold of the 30th quantile distinguishes stream
flow anomalies and non-anomalies. It can be identified, what types of errors are made. A perfect forecast would produce only hits and correct negatives, while misses and false alarms are
signs of forecast errors. To describe particular aspects of the forecast performance, two skill
scores are used and illustrated in figure 4.11. The probability of detection (POD) identifies the
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fraction of the correctly forecast anomalies, while the false alarm ratio (FAR) finds the fraction
of the observed anomalies that were incorrectly forecast. These skill scores are shown in a skill
diagram with the black line representing the 1:1 line of correspondence. Skill is indicated if the
points are above this line and the perfect point reaches a POD of 1 and a FAR of 0 (plotted as
darkred point). The four points for each variable stand for different quantiles (0.1, 0.25, 0.33
and 0.5). The rarer the event, the lower was the POD.
For the river Thur (left graph of figure 4.11), it can be stated that the more often an event
occurred, the higher was the POD, without much change in the FAR. All simulations indicated
an improvement in the POD, while deteriorating the ratio of false alarms compared to uncal
slightly. However, model reference HREF improved the POD while keeping the FAR small.
Although cal and P.RH.cal increased the false alarms significantly, the ratio of POD/FAR
indicated a better result than for P.cal and P.W.cal. As the bias correction applied to the
calibration caused a shift of the data, more stream flow deficiencies were forecast. More hits
(and accordingly more detections) were obtained as well as more false alarms. However, the
highest values of the ration POD/FAR were reached for the calibrated simulations cal and
P.RH.cal.
A totally different pattern was detected for the Landquart. While the spread of the Thur skill
scores was small for the false alarms, the skill score spread of the Landquart was small for the
POD. The rarer the threshold of the forecast anomaly was set, the higher false alarm values
were obtained. P.RH.cal, P.W.cal and P.cal showed the highest values for the POD. However,
the ratio of the POD/FAR suggested that HREF, cal and especially P.T.cal performed best
for 25th, the 33th and the 50th quantile. As a low ratio of POD/FAR is more important
than a probability of detection of 100%, calibrating P.T.cal revealed a tendency for the best
performing multiple calibrated simulations.

4.2.2 Drought deficit statistics
Drought deficit characteristics, such as drought duration and severity (deficit volume for one
event) and the magnitude (mean deficit volume per day), are used again to assess the performance of the multiple calibrated simulations compared to observed runoff. As consequence
of the strong seasonal differences of the variables and the errors found in the first part of the
evaluation (section 4.1), the anomaly analysis is split into summer and winter. Consequently,
the summer half is evaluated from the 1st of April to the 30th of September and the winter
half from the 1st of October to the 31th of March. In order to compare the representation of
the timing and the deficit volumes, a duration graph over the 20 years for the Landquart as
well as magnitude plots for the Thur and the Landquart are shown.
Most model deficiencies for the Landquart were identified in summer. So, only the duration
of summer month anomalies (April to September) are illustrated in figure 4.12. Precisely, the
temporal agreement of the summer anomaly duration over 20 years of simulation was compared
to the anomaly duration of the measured runoff.
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Figure 4.12: Length of the duration of stream flow anomalies for different simulations over 20 years
for the river Landquart using the threshold of the 30th quantile.
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Figure 4.13: Quantile-quantile graph for the river Thur for summer (left) and winter (right) for events
lower threshold of the 30th quantile. The black line shows the perfect correspondence of the simulation
with the observation.The graph illustrates agreement magnitude of the simulated anomalies with the
observed anomalies.

Figure 4.14: Quantile-quantile graph for the river Landquart for summer (left) and winter (right)
for events lower threshold of the 30th quantile. The black line shows the perfect correspondence of
the simulation with the observation.The graph illustrates agreement of the magnitude of the simulated
anomalies with the observed anomalies.
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Table 4.5: Duration statistics for the river Landquart for the summer half. Listed are the amount
of drought events (#dur), the number of drought events longer than 10 days (#dur>10d) and the
maximum duration found (max).

# dur

# dur> 10

Max

P.cal

21

9

47

P.RH.cal

23

8

47

P.T.cal

21

9

48

P.W.cal

21

9

47

uncal

26

7

45

cal

24

9

48

HREF

16

6

66

OBS

24

9

46

The maximum length of the stream flow anomalies was consistent for all simulations with
the measured anomaly duration (bottom plot in 4.12). Longest durations of more than 30
days were found in 1990-1992 in the simulation and only in 1990-1991 in the observational
runoff. Therefore, a closer look is taken at those three years to compare the performance of
the simulations. The number of events longer than 10, 20 or 30 days are listed for summer half
1990-1992 of the Landquart in table 4.5. The numbers matched the response of OBS quite
well. However, the detected durations were not at the same dates.
The deficit volumes per day for the Thur are illustrated in the quantile-quantile plot in figure 4.13 to show the correspondence of the simulated anomaly events to the observed anomaly
events. While summer (left) and winter (right) magnitudes were represented well for small
deficit values of up to 0.5 Mio.m3 d− 1, higher magnitudes were overestimated. Winter period
anomalies were, hence, more convincing with minor overestimations for higher magnitudes.
The best correspondence in winter resulted for P.RH.cal which was as good as the one found
for HREF. A different response was found in summer with P.T.cal and P.RH.cal slightly better
performing than P.cal, however not as convincing as the result for HREF. Compared to the
benefit of the calibrated simulations to the poor response of uncal, the improvements of the
multiple calibrated simulations to P.cal were however small.
The direct comparison of summer (left plot) and winter (right plot) deficit volumes per day for
the Landquart (figure 4.14) enabled us to identify large seasonal differences. The magnitudes
for the winter matched the black line very well, indicating only small deficiencies. A very good
correspondence was achieved for P.cal and P.RH.cal. However, as the flow amounts in winter
were much smaller than in summer, only small magnitudes were observed. It seems that winter
magnitudes were already well captured by the uncalibrated model input, while summer magnitudes were much more overestimated. In summer, calibrated magnitudes came close to the
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black line, especially HREF which matched very well. While P.T.cal and cal slightly underestimated higher magnitudes, P.cal, P.RH.cal and P.W.cal overestimated the same magnitudes.
Especially the skill of all calibrated simulations compared to the uncalibrated simulation was
significant, so that the differences between the calibrated simulations were insignificant.
This section evaluated the additional value of multiple calibrated simulations. Best results
were found for P.RH.cal and P.T.cal and sometimes P.cal. Even though P.cal did not perform
best overall, the benefit of calibrating more than one variable was small. In most cases, it
would be enough to calibrate only the precipitation. Though logarithmic efficiency measures
and skill scores revealed that P.RH.cal for the Thur and P.T.cal for the Landquart did improve
the low flow response. Therefore, besides P.cal the multiple calibrated simulation P.T.cal is
recommended to calibrate if observational measurements are available. Results for P.RH.cal
were contradictory in the two basins. That is why more research with more basins is needed
to determine the value of the relative humidity which showed an influence in basins with a lot
of evapotranspiration.
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4.3 Potential of model simulations using measured
forcing
The analyses of this study emerged that the precipitation and the temperature proved to be the
most influencing variables. It is therefore of interest, what potential could be reached using not
only calibrated precipitation, but even high-quality input of measured precipitation (P.HREF)
or a combination of measured precipitation and temperature (P.T.HREF). All combinations
of this part can be found at the bottom in table 2.4. According to the previous results, it is
expected that P.T.HREF will bring the best results, probably an even better response than
HREF. The difference between P.HREF and P.cal is most interesting for the analysis. How
much of the potential of the measured input forcing P.HREF is also found for P.cal, the calibrated input? As not only P.cal was convincing in the analysis before, but also P.T.cal, the
goodness-of-fit characteristics were used again to compare the potential of the calibration to
the potential of measured input variable fields. Consequently, instead of including all simulations which showed some skill, only P.cal is assessed.

Table 4.6: Goodness-of-fit measures for the river Thur at Andelfingen; 1981-2000. The scores mean
error (ME), the Pearson correlation (corr), Nash-Sutcliffe efficiency (NSE) and logarithmic NSE are
calculated. The difference between the simulations and the observed runoff is taken. Highlighted in
bold are the best scores for the partly changed simulation and the overall best simulation.

ME [m3 /s]

NSE

LogNSE

P.cal

4.38

0.42

0.60

P.HREF

6.29

0.77

0.79

T.HREF

26.77

-0.20

0.28

P.T.HREF

5.37

0.83

0.83

uncal

27.05

-0.31

0.24

cal

-0.40

0.43

0.62

0.90

0.83

0.87

HREF

The mean error (ME), the Nash-Sutcliffe efficiency (NSE) and the logarithmic NSE are listed
in table 4.6 for the Thur and 4.7 for the Landquart. Highlighted (bold) are the best performing
partly changed simulations and the overall best simulations compared to measured runoff.
The performance of all simulations, except for cal, indicated an overestimation of the mean
error for the Thur (depicted in table 4.6). The mean error of cal was even overcorrected and
therefore negative, however closest to the perfect value of zero. Best results, besides HREF,
were obtained for P.T.HREF for the efficiency measures and for P.cal for the mean error, while
T.HREF performed as poor as the uncalibrated simulation. In comparing P.cal to P.HREF,
large potential improvements were demonstrated by the measured precipitation. Differences
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Table 4.7: Goodness-of-fit measures for the river Landquart at Felsenbach; 1981-2000. The scores
mean error (ME), the Pearson correlation (corr), Nash-Sutcliffe efficiency (NSE) and logarithmic NSE
are calculated. The difference between the simulations and the observed runoff is taken. Highlighted in
bold are the best scores for the partly changed simulation and the overall best simulation.

ME [m3 /s]

NSE

LogNSE

P.cal

-0.91

0.70

0.76

P.HREF

-0.29

0.82

0.83

T.HREF

13.41

-0.47

0.57

P.T.HREF

-0.76

0.88

0.90

uncal

13.72

-0.88

0.55

cal

-3.40

0.70

0.80

HREF

-1.95

0.87

0.89

were smaller for low flow than for higher amounts and the mean error performed even best next
to cal. This indicated that the discharge overestimation is an issue concerning flood discharges
and probably not relevant for low discharges. However, the calibrated precipitation simulation
had still large deficiencies in the right timing of the precipitation variable, which is one of the
reasons why the NSE and LogNSE performed less convincing than the measured simulations.
Furthermore, it can be stated that the measured precipitation and temperature variables were
able to explain all the skill of the NSE, and most of the improvement for the logarithmic NSE.
Therefore, the influence of the other four forcing variables used in the model was small for
efficiency measures, but still visible in the mean error.
The results for the river Landquart in table 4.7 supported the founding of the Thur. P.T.HREF
performed best for the efficiency measures while the P.HREF minimised the mean error best.
The skill of P.T.HREF was even better than for HREF for all three measures. A negative
mean error for all simulations besides uncal and T.HREF indicated a small underestimation
of the flow response. Considering the efficiencies, the overall performance was better than for
the Thur. Also the efficiency of P.cal showed a smaller difference to the best measures found
for P.T.HREF. Measured temperature indicated only skill if combined with the precipitation
measurement. The reason for that could come from the model structure. Even if the quality of
the input was lower for the uncalibrated reforecast, measurement errors and the bias corrected
relationship remained of large uncertainty.
Generally, the distributed model PREVAH was able to capture low flow responses. The
values obtained for the NSE and for the logarithmic NSE were in the range of previous studies.
Zappa and Kan (2007) found efficiencies above 0.85 in the calibration and verification period.
And also the mean error of the Thur was evaluated before with the PREVAH model: The
findings of Fundel and Zappa (2011) of a very small difference of -0.003 are consistent with
our values. The the availability of measured precipitation proved to be enough to simulate
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the runoff response well. However, more skill is found for precipitation and temperature
measurements together. So, hydrological forecasts are even possible in regions where only
precipitation or additionally temperature forcing measurements are available. The temperature
showed a larger effect in glaciated and snow-influenced basins. Therefore, the runoff response
of the Landquart basin with more than half of the runoff coming from snow and ice melt
improved significantly with measured temperature forcing.
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The presented analysis depicts the sensitivity of the hydrological response of two Swiss rivers,
namely the Thur and the Landquart, to the quality of the input forcing variables. Measured
meteorological variables were used from 1981-2000 to calibrate COSMO-LEPS reforecasts in
order to remove systematic errors. Because of the calibration method for the meteorological
forcing, which is limited depending on the availability of meteorological observations, we were
keen to discover the gain of each calibrated variable separately. The quality assessment in
the data section indicated a large impact of the calibration on the relative humidity and the
wind variables and additionally strong temperature influence for the river Landquart. The
four research questions, addressed in this study, are answered in the following.
First, calibrating meteorological reforecast variables resulted in a substantial increase of skill
for the streamflow response compared to the uncalibrated simulation. A considerable gain
was especially achieved by calibrating the precipitation. Although the calibrated precipitation
indicated large deficiencies for high precipitation amounts in the quality assessment, it showed
nevertheless encouraging results. The simulation with the calibrated precipitation was able
to capture the timing and the discharge amounts, with a focus on low flows, satisfying. It
was found that the better discharge representation of the fully calibrated simulation is mainly
attributed to the precipitation calibration. Results further suggested that the temperature
variable as well as the relative humidity seem to be important too. Despite the poor performance of the calibrated temperature simulation for the Landquart, the simulation indicated
that the temperature is able to change much. The deterioration of the uncalibrated simulation
response was probably caused by limitations in the uncalibrated precipitation. The method of
drought deficit statistics using the 30th quantile as threshold for stream flow anomalies additionally revealed that the deficit volumes were strongly overestimated. In terms of seasonality,
winter discharge was found to be better represented by the model simulations. In late spring to
summer season, poor agreement of the runoff response was found, especially for rare anomalies.
This seasonal pattern is consistent with results of the literature, where Staudinger et al. (2011)
found that summer low flows were poorer represented by hydrological models. One reason for
the model deficiencies in May can be found in the modelling of snow melt.
Our second research question addressed the improvement of the stream flow response not
only of simple, but also of multiple calibrated variables. Evaluating runoff simulations with
goodness-of-fit measures and drought deficit statistics pointed to a good performance of the
combined calibration of precipitation and temperature (P.T.cal) as well as precipitation and
relative humidity (P.RH.cal). Although, multiple variable calibration achieve better results,
the simple calibrated precipitation (P.cal) convinced as well. It has huge advantages in requiring less measured forcing data, which is often not available for long time periods. Evaluation
of skill scores brought up a very different result. The calibrated simulations improved their
detectability of stream flow anomalies at the expense of an increased false alarm ratio. While
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the model reference HREF showed a much more reliable result, P.cal for the Thur and P.T.cal
for the Landquart performed satisfying.
A good calibration relies on high-quality data for initialisation of the hydrological model. In
a third part, the potential of the distributed model PREVAH with high-quality measured
variables showed promise. Especially the observational fields of precipitation combined with
measured temperature (P.T.HREF) as well as the measured precipitation alone (P.HREF) improved the runoff response. Better model simulations of stream flow are consequently possible
through measured forcing variables of precipitation and temperature. P.cal and P.T.cal did
result in an enormous improvement compared to the uncalibrated simulation, but overall the
efficiency measures were slightly lower than for measured forcing variables. In terms of prediction, when no measurements of the future are available, the calibration of the precipitation
demonstrated to be an effective method to improve the runoff response significantly.
The runoff response of each catchment is influenced by the catchment characteristics. It is
therefore interesting to find differences between catchments to determine which variable has
locally the largest effect. The temperature variable was found to be more important to the
Landquart, a snow and ice melt influenced basin. Surprisingly, the relative humidity also took
its role in improving the uncalibrated dataset. This can be partly explained by the process of
evapotranspiration that affects 30% of the precipitated water. As the response of the Thur,
a basin with less orography than the Landquart, was also dependent on the precipitation calibration, it is assumed that the precipitation improvement is independent of the terrain and
the complexity of local weather in mountainous regions. Therefore, the most crucial forcing
variable in predicting low flows in Switzerland is the precipitation.
This knowledge base may enhance model development to save computation time and money
by calibrating only the relevant variables. As high-quality data of observations for the six
variables are often not available in high resolution and for a long time period, at least precipitation and temperature data are required in future. If the relative humidity is further available,
it could additionally be used. Wind, sunshine duration and radiation are not recommended
to calibrate because of errors in the measurements and the non-linearity of the calibration
method, which could destroy correct relationships of the model input.
Further work is needed on calibrated meteorological variables as better-quality input for hydrological models. The application of reforecast calibration in a period in which significant
stream flow events occurred, for example the years 1947, 2003 and 2011, should be tested to
detect further model deficiencies in low flow prediction. Focused attention is also required on
the role of the relative humidity as well as the transferability of the results to other basins
in Switzerland because of the limitation of the small number of investigated basins in this
study. Even, without calibrating the data, but using measured precipitation or precipitation
and temperature to drive the model, time series analyses of 30-years for whole central Europe
are thus enabled together with COSMO-LEPS.
The considerable discharge prediction improvement obtained by calibrating reforecasts may
also be applied to model forecasts. The assumption of constant variable statistics, however,
may not be true for future because of climate change. A good idea for an adaption to low flow
forecasting into the future climate using calibration could be the regression based calibration
suggested by Meyer (2011).
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A Attachment
Table A.1: Goodness-of-fit measures for the river Landquart at Felsenbach; 1981-2000. The scores
mean error (ME), the Pearson correlation (corr), the Nash-Sutcliffe efficiency (NSE) and the logarithmic
NSE are calculated. The difference between the simulations and the observed runoff is taken. Highlighted in bold are the best scores for the simple calibrated simulation and the overall best simulation.

ME [m3 /s]

Corr

NSE

LogNSE

P.cal

-0.91

0.87

0.70

0.76

T.cal

12.92

0.56

-1.26

0.16

RH.cal

12.56

0.82

-0.72

0.58

uncal

13.72

0.82

-0.88

0.55

cal

-3.40

0.85

0.70

0.80

HREF

-1.95

0.93

0.87

0.89

Table A.2: Overview stream flow anomaly statistics for the 30th quantile threshold of the river
Landquart at Felsenbach; 1981-2000. Drought deficit statistics with three indices are used: duration, severity and magnitude. For each indices, the mean and the maximum value were included.
Furthermore, the amount of anomaly events totally (tot) and for events longer than 10 days (>10d)
is added. Highlighted in bold are the best indices for the simple calibrated simulation and the overall
best simulation compared to OBS.

anomaly events

duration [d]

severity [Mio. m3]

magnitude [Mio. m3/d]

tot

> 10d

Mean

Max

Mean

Max

Mean

Max

P.cal

197

70

11

80

3.00

42.45

0.24

1.46

T.cal

262

67

8

95

3.47

53.35

0.35

2.39

RH.cal

233

68

9

68

4.05

65.83

0.44

2.49

uncal

243

65

9

68

4.01

68.53

0.44

2.47

cal

207

72

11

67

2.43

31.46

0.18

1.14

HREF

194

70

11

127

2.79

67.37

0.20

1.36

OBS

303

65

7

96

1.85

49.92

0.17

1.09
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Figure A.1: Quantile-quantile graph for the river Landquart at Felsenbach for events lower threshold
of the 30th quantile. The black line shows the perfect correspondence of the simulation with the observation.The graph illustrates agreement of the duration (left), the severity (middle) and the magnitude
(right) of the simulated anomalies with the observed anomalies.

Table A.3: Calibration and verification periods of the two investigated basins. Goodness-of-fit measures are further listed to asses the performance. Used are the Nash-Sutcliffe efficiency (NSE), the
logarithmic NSE and the volume difference (DV).

Target area

Station

Period

NSE

LogNSE

DV

Alpine Rhine

Landquart at Felsenbach

1984-1996

0.899

0.914

1.8

Verification

0.846

0.872

-6.5

Overall period

0.867

0.892

-3.1

1984-1996

0.836

0.882

1.0

Verification

0.828

0.868

-0.2

Overall period

0.832

0.875

0.4

Thur, Toess, Glatt

Thur at Andelfingen
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B Further results
Table B.4: Overview stream flow anomaly statistics for the 10th quantile threshold of the river Thur
at Andelfingen (top) and the Landquart at Felsenbach (bottom); 1981-2000. Drought deficit statistics
with three indices are used: duration, severity and magnitude. For each indices, the mean and the
maximum value were included. Furthermore, the amount of anomaly events totally (tot) and for events
longer than 10 days (>10d) is added. Highlighted in bold are the best indices for the simple calibrated
simulation and the overall best simulation compared to OBS.

anomaly events

duration [d]

severity [Mio. m3]

magnitude [Mio. m3/d]

tot

> 10d

Mean

Max

Mean

Max

Mean

Max

P.cal

95

28

8

40

2.24

16.58

0.19

0.86

T.cal

101

29

7

41

2.82

26.73

0.26

1.49

RH.cal

103

27

7

39

2.63

26.01

0.25

1.45

uncal

105

27

7

41

2.76

27.34

0.27

1.52

cal

84

30

9

38

2.18

13.78

0.17

0.77

HREF

97

25

7

36

1.87

15.46

0.17

0.83

OBS

133

24

5

30

1.17

11.33

0.14

0.62

anomaly events

duration [d]

severity [Mio. m3]

magnitude [Mio. m3/d]

tot

> 10d

Mean

Max

Mean

Max

Mean

Max

P.cal

78

23

8

41

1.11

12.96

0.13

0.86

T.cal

81

21

8

34

1.84

16.01

0.22

1.64

RH.cal

82

21

8

31

1.65

15.27

0.23

1.54

uncal

81

21

8

32

1.74

16.46

0.24

1.51

cal

73

25

9

42

1.14

10.30

0.11

0.69

HREF

79

20

8

52

1.05

16.49

0.10

0.92

OBS

143

16

5

41

0.6

8.28

0.09

0.98
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Figure B.2: Quantile-quantile graph for the river Thur at Andelfingen (top) and the Landquart at
Felsenbach (bottom) for events lower threshold of the 10th quantile. The black line shows the perfect
correspondence of the simulation with the observation.The graph illustrates agreement of the duration
(left), the severity (middle) and the magnitude (right) of the simulated anomalies with the observed
anomalies.
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Figure B.3: Seasonal stream flow anomalies for the Thur, which were detected below the threshold
of the 10th quantile. The according magnitude value is indicated in the upper graph. The redder the
anomaly, the stronger is the daily magnitude. Differences between simulation and the model reference
HREF anomalies were created (lower four graphs). Blue colours indicate that the observation predicted
high magnitudes while the simulation did not and vice versa for red colours.
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Figure B.4: Seasonal stream flow anomalies for the Landquart, which were detected below the threshold of the 10th quantile. The according magnitude value is indicated in the upper graph. The redder the
anomaly, the stronger is the daily magnitude. Differences between simulation and the model reference
HREF anomalies were created (lower four graphs). Blue colours indicate that the observation predicted
high magnitudes while the simulation did not and vice versa for red colours.
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